TOOLIKA
RAPID FIRE
(ART MARATHON)

ABOUT
“The trouble is you think you have time”-Buddha.Well,you don't! This contest
pitches your creativity against the cruel boundaries of time. We decide the rules
of the game. We choose when the bell rings. However, it's only you who sets the
limits of your imagination and creativity.

RULES
Time limit: 4 hours
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Three contests to be completed within the given timeframe.
The contests and theme to be declared on the spot.
Participants need to participate in teams of four.
All materials will be provided on the spot.
Judging Criteria: Creativity, Neatness, Relevance to the theme, Artistic
skills and Overall appeal.
6. The decision of the judges will be final & abiding.

SPOIL THE TEES!
(T-SHIRT PAINTING)

ABOUT
"Daag achche hote hai" Get those spotless white T-Shirts and spoil them. Yeah,
you heard it right,put colour on them,soil them,and spoil them.Use paints.Use
brushes. Use your hands. It doesn't matter. Just funk them up. Add life to those
dull whites. Coz life is too short for boringT-Shirts!

RULES
Time limit: 3 hours
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

A team of maximum three members.
The theme will be given on thespot.
Fabric colour, T-shirts, brushes, etc. will beprovided.
No additional materials areallowed.
Judging Criteria: Creativity, Relevance to theme, Wear-ability,Visuality.
The decision of the judges will be final &abiding

FACE PAINTING
(PAINT FACE)

ABOUT
Ever thought about art in a quirky way? That it is not always a serious issue of
expression of emotions but away to have fun? If yes,then paint your buddy's face
on the given theme to nick prizes away!

RULES
Time limit - 2 hours.
1. A team of maximum two members.
2. A4 sheet, poster colours, tissue paper, brushes and relevant materials will
be provided. No external materials are allowed.
3. Judging Criteria: Creativity, uniqueness, relevance to thetheme.
4. The decisions of the judges will be final andabiding.

VASTRA SHILP
(PAPER COSTUME DESIGNING)

ABOUT
"Fashion is art, and you are the canvas"- Velvet Paper. So, wake up the Coco
Chanel inside you and let your creativity do the talking. Weave out art and style
with the fabrics of your imagination and yeah – “paper”.

RULES
Time limit: 3 hours.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A team of maximum four members.
The theme will be given on the spot.
All the relevant materials (coloured sheets, Fevicol, etc.) will be provided.
No other material is allowed.
Judging Criteria: Creativity, Relevance to the theme, Uniqueness,
Finishing,Style.
6. The decision of the judges will be final &abiding.

RANGBAAZI
(PAINTING WITH A TWIST)

ABOUT
“Art is the only way to runaway with out leaving home”and“Colours are the best
form of expression”. Wouldn't you agree? Show us your creativity by using tooth
brushes,your fingers etc.to paint but with out using a pencil to sketch and a brush
to paint. Can you beat the twist?

RULES
Time limit - 2 Hours.
1. A team of maximum two members.
2. The theme will be given on thespot.
3. A4 sheets, poster colours and relevant materials will be provided on the
spot.
4. No other material isallowed.
5. Judging criteria: Creativity, relevance to the theme,uniqueness.
6. The decision of judges will be final and abiding.

SOAP CARVING
(SOAP ART)

ABOUT
"l saw the angel in the marble and carved until I set him free." - Michelangelo.
Though carving stone is tough,what's easy is carving soap.Moreover,that'swhy
we give you the "soap". Just carve your creativity out on these mundane pieces
of soap and transform them into pieces ofart.

RULES
Time limit: 3 hours
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A team of maximum twomembers.
The theme will be given on the spot.
Cutters, Soap, Toothaicks, etc. will be provided.
No additional materials are allowed.
Judging Criteria: Creativity, Carving skills, Complexity of design,
Representation of the theme.
6. The decision of the judges will be final & abiding.

Live Sketching
Duration: 4 hours
Description: Individual event where participants need to sketch a scene in front of
them.
➢ The scene will be a wide area to accommodate all the participants from
different Institutes simultaneously and to add variations to their submissions.

Regulations:
1. Medium: Graphite pencils (will be provided)
2. Drawing Sheet: - Off-White A3 sheet
3. All the relevant materials will be provided on the spot.
4. Use of scale is not allowed in live sketching
5. A thick cardboard will be provided, that can serve as a base while drawing.
6. No external help (e.g. internet/photograph on phone or camera) is allowed during
the event.
7. Judging Criteria: Proportion & Perspective, Composition and
Components, Shading.
8. The decision of the judges will be final and abiding

INFORMAL EVENT
INK IT!
(TATTOO MAKING)
ABOUT
Design a unique tattoo with some fantastic ideas, artwork and style. Get ready
to define the concept of body art!

RULES
Time limit - 2 hours.
1. A team of maximum two members.
2. A4 sheets, sketch pens, paints, brushes, etc. will be provided.
No additional materials are allowed

